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Editors’ NotesBuilding Networks, One Cell at a Time?
Two papers in this issue, from Pardo et al. and van den Berg et al., use an improved
affinity approach to outline a significantly expanded protein interaction network, or
interactome, centered on the key pluripotency regulator Oct4. In addition to highlighting
known interactions with other pluripotency regulators, these studies expand the
network to include basal cellular regulatory pathways and thus begin to give us informa-
tion about how the regulatory mechanisms that are specific to pluripotent cells interface
with the broader cellular machinery. However, as Lemischka points out in his preview,
one of the limitations of this type of approach as applied currently is that it averages
interaction profiles over an entire cell population, and it is quite possible that not all
of the identified interactions operate within any given individual cell. He therefore
suggests that in the future improving technology to allow analysis of individual cells
would be helpful. Although it looks at an entirely different question, the paper from
Franco et al. illustrates just how powerful single-cell analysis can be. These authors
study single hematopoietic progenitors to clarify the lineage origin of mast cells and
define a protocol for progenitor purification and characterization that may well be useful
in future studies.A Little Healthy Competition
The idea that cells within a stem cell niche or tissue compete with each other for
space, and survival, came first from studies in Drosophila. However, the defini-
tion of competition processes has expanded beyond those initial specifications
to include other contexts. In this issue, Bondar et al. describe a form of compe-
tition that occurs in the hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell compartment in
mice. Their results show that cells with a higher level of p53, either inherently or as
a result of damage, compete less effectively and over time are selected against.
Competitive effectiveness is determined by relative, not absolute, level of p53, so
some sort of cell-cell interaction must be involved, but the underlying basis of
that is completely unclear. Nevertheless, as Green points out in his preview,
these results have exciting implications for understanding HSC population
dynamics and are also relevant for thinking about mechanisms of tumorigenesis.
In a separate study, Monk et al. look at a mechanism that regulates cell expan-
sion in Drosophila spermatogonia. Their results suggest a model in which
a balance, or onemight even say ‘‘competition,’’ between the HOWRNA-binding
protein and its regulation of Bam mRNA translation in turn regulates expression
of cyclin B and hence determines the number of spermatogonial cell divisions
that take place before differentiation occurs.Human ESCs Get Nervous
Two of this month’s papers make progress in understanding how to differentiate
human ESCs along neural lineages, and using the resulting cells as a model for
studying development with a view to potential practical applications. One, from
Fasano et al., shows that it is possible to derive functional floor plate from hESCs
in culture and provides insights into the mechanisms that underlie specification of
this tissue relative to anterior neuroectoderm. This system provides a useful plat-
form for further analysis of human floor plate development. The second study,
from Delaloy et al., looks at the proliferation and migration of NPCs derived from
hESCs in vitro and when transplanted into mice. The authors show that the pro-
perties of these cells are regulated by miR-9 and that this in turn targets the cyto-
skeletal regulator stathmin. As Uchida points out in her accompanying preview,
these results raise the interesting possibility of using combined cell and miRNA-
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